
ON NONEXPANSIVE MAPPINGS1

MICHAEL EDELSTEIN

1. Introduction.

1.1. A mapping/: X-+X of a metric space X into itself is said to

be nonexpansive (e-nonexpansive) if the condition

(1) d(f(p),f(q))úd(p,q)

holds for all p, qEX (for all p, q with d(p, q) <e).

Mappings, as above, satisfying (1) with the strict inequality sign

for all p, qEX, pT^q (for all p, q with 0 <d(p, q) <e) are called con-

tractive (e-contractive).

A point yE Y EX is said to belong to the/-closure of Y, yE Y1, if

/(F) C F and there is a point r¡E Y and a sequence {re,} of positive

integers, («i<re2< • • ■ <Ui< ■ • ■ ), so that lim/n,'(7j) =y.

1.2. In [l] we proved that a point of Xs is fixed if / is contractive,

periodic if / is e-contractive. The corresponding statements for non-

expansive and e-nonexpansive mappings do not hold unless some

additional assumption is made either on X or on /. We prove (Theo-

rems 1,1') that a weaker conclusion involving suitable generaliza-

tions of fixed and periodic points is still true.

To this end we introduce the notions of isometric and e-isometric

sequences.

1.3. A sequence {x,} EX is said to be an isometric (e-isometric)

sequence if the condition

(2) d(xm, xn) = d(xm+k, xn+k)

holds for all k, m, n=l, 2, • • ■ ; (for all k, m, « = 1, 2, • • • ; with

d(xm, xn)<e). A point xEX is said to generate an isometric (e-

isometric) sequence, under/, if {/"(x)} is such a sequence.

1.4. In the special case when X = E", e-nonexpansive mappings

are actually nonexpansive. In this case Xf^<b implies the existence of

fixed points (Theorem 2).

2. Nonexpansive mappings in general metric spaces.

2.1. Proposition 1. ///: X—>X is e-nonexpansive and xEX/ then

a sequence {m¡\, (mi<m2< • • • <m¡< • • •), of positive integers

exists so that Yim;,xfm>(x)=x. [Hence, in particular, (Xf)f = Xf.\
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Proof. By the definition of x a point ¡¡EX and a sequence {»,}

exist so that lim¿_„/"*'(£) =x. If /m(£)=x for some m then {m¿¡

= {ni — m} (ui>m), is a sequence as desired. Otherwise let 5, 0<5

<€, be an arbitrary, but fixed, number. Then an i = i(b) exists so that

(3) ¿te/»-+i(Ö) <—       (i = 0, 1,2, •••).
4

For such an i and for arbitrary & (fe= 1, 2, • • •).

(4) ¿(/*(8,/*«(8) ^ d(x,M¡¡)) + ¿te/*«(D) < y ■

After »,■+* — », iterations performed on both x and/"'© we obtain

from (3) (taken in the case j = 0) and (1)

5
d(/«.+*-«.(a;),/»<+*(£)) < — .

4

Hence

d(x,/«.-+i---(x)) g d(x,f><(0) + d(f"<(8,r^(m + d(f<H$,fnin-ni(x))

8        Ô        5
< — + — + —= 5.

4       2       4

We put i»i = «i+i —»,-.
Suppose, now, that mi<m2< ■ ■ ■ <m¡-i are already defined and

that d(x, /""'(£)) áemhw.....m¡_ld(x, /»©) (* = 2, 3, • • • , j-1).
Then we choose m¡ = ni+i — ni, where I is chosen so as to satisfy (3)

with S replaced by § minOT=i,.. .,m¡-x d(x, /m(£)). It is readily seen that

the sequence {m¡} so defined satisfies the requirements of the proposi-

tion.

2.2. Theorem 1. If f: X-+X is an e-nonexpansive mapping of X

into itself then each xEX! generates an e-isometric sequence.

Proof. Suppose that contrary to the assertion of the theorem in-

dices m, n and k exist so that

(5) d(f«>(x),f»(x)) < e

and o = d(fm(x),fn(x))-d(fm+k(x),fn+k(x))^0. By (1), then,

(6) d(f*"(x),f>(x)) - d(fm+l(x),f+'(x)) ̂  5 > 0 (I = k, k + 1, ■ ■ ■ ).

Also from (1) and Proposition 1 it follows that for some {»,} and

all/
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(7) lim/**(/'(*)) = lim/"/+'(*) =f'(x).

Henee a positive integer i exists such that j^i implies

d
d(fm+ni(x),fm(x)) < —,

d(F+"*x),f«(x)) <-■

However,

d(fm(x),f(x)) g d(fm(x),fm+n'(x)) + d(fm+n'(x),fn+n>(x))

8                                                0
+ d(fn+n¡(x),fn(x)) <-h d(fm+ni(x),fn+n>(x)) H-

which is incompatible with (6) for re;^max(re¡, k). This contradiction

shows that 6 = 0, thus establishing Theorem 1.

The corresponding statement concerning nonexpansive mappings

(an immediate consequence of Theorem 1) is stated next.

Theorem 1'. ///: X-^X is nonexpansive and xEXf then x gener-

ates an isometric sequence.

2.3. Remarks.

2.31. A somewhat stronger formulation of Theorems 1 and 1' is

feasible. It follows, namely, from Proposition 1 that it suffices to

assume that/| X1 is e-nonexpansive (nonexpansive).

2.32. If / is contractive (e-contractive) and x generates an iso-

metric sequence (xEXf generates an e-isometric sequence) then it is

readily seen that x is a fixed (periodic) point. This shows that Theo-

rems 1 and 1' are generalizations of their counterparts in [l].

2.33. If /: X—»A is a nonexpansive mapping having a fixed point

at, say, oEX then each isometric sequence generated by a point of

Xs lies on a sphere centered at w. This assertion can be seen to follow

from an argument analogous to that used in the proof of Theorem 1.

2.34. In some spaces an e-nonexpansive mapping is also nonexpan-

sive. This is always the case when X is e-chainable and the condition

n

d(p, q) =   inf    S d(xi-h x<),
C(p,s)   ¿=1

where C(p, q) denotes the collection of all e-chains p = x0, xi, ■ ■ ■ , x„

= q, (re arbitrary, á(Xj_i, x¿) <e), holds. Indeed, since/is e-nonexpan-

sive we have
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d(/te_i),   /te)) è d(Xi-i, xi)    provided   d(*<_i, x.) < e.

Hence

d(f(P),f(q)) á   mf    ¿d(/te_i),/te))
C0>,8)     j_l

n

á   inf    2 ¿te-i, *<) = ¿(/>, ç)
CO),s)   ,=i

for all £, q, as asserted.

3. Nonexpansive mappings in £\

3.1. Theorem 2. Le¿ /:£"—>£" ¿>e nonexpansive and (En)f?£<p.

Then:

(a) iAere is a ^££" jmcä that f(Ç) =£;
(b) if xE (En)f and V is the linear variety of smallest dimension con-

taining j/m(x)} then V contains a unique fixed point.

Several properties of nonexpansive mappings, needed for the proof

of the above theorem, will be given in the propositions and lemmas

that follow.

Proposition 2. Let f: £"—>£" be nonexpansive. If the restriction,

f\A, of f to a subset A of E" is an isometry then the restriction, f\ co A,

of f to the convex hull, co A, of A, is an isometry too; i.e.,

(8) d(ci, c) = d(f(ci),f(c2))        (fit, c2 E co A).

Furthermore, if, in addition, f(A) EA then

(9) f(co A) Eco A.

Proof. To prove (8) it suffices to show that

(10) d(c, a) = d(f(c),f(a))        (cEcoA,aE A).

Indeed, if (10) holds then ^4i = ^4W{ci} is mapped isometrically on

f(Ai) and (10) applies to c2Eco Ai = co(A\J {ci}) =co A and CiG^i,

yielding (8).
To prove (10) we use induction on the positive integer k in the

representation e= ]C*-i *¿a¿> 0<X¿, 2Z¿=iA« = 1! a>iEA. For k = l,
(10) holds by assumption. Suppose it is true for k— 1 and write

*-i

c = Y A»a« + ^kOk = abi + (1 — a)b2,
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where

fc-i *-i

a — ¿Z ^<>        bi = a-1 ¿Z ^<a>>        °i — ak-
>=i «=1

From the fact that b2EA and bi satisfies (10) it follows that the tri-

angles Aabi b2 and Af(a) f(bi) f(b2) are congruent ; in particular

d(f(bi), f(b2)) =d(bi, b2). As c belongs to the segment (bu b2) we have

d(c, bi) = d(bi, b2) - d(c, b2) Ú d(f(bi),f(b2)) - d(f(c),f(b2))

¿d(f(bi),f(c)) úd(buc).

It follows that Aabic and Af(a)f(bi)f(c) are congruent, whence

(10). To prove (9) let 5 be an arbitrary simplex, with vertices in A

containing c. Clearly f(S) is a simplex contained in co A ; hence

f(c)Ef(S)EcoA.
3.2. Remark. It can be readily seen that if in (9) and (10) co A is

replaced by the closed convex hull cl co A then the so-obtained rela-

tions (9)~ and (10)~ remain valid.

3.3. Proposition 3. Suppose f: En—>En is nonexpansive and maps

a closed convex subset CEEn into itself. If f(x) —x for some xEE" then

a point y EC exists with f(y) =y.

Proof. By a well-known property of closed convex sets a point

y EC exists with d(x, y) = mincec ¿(x, c). Let B= {b\d(b, x) ¿d(x, y)}.

Clearly BC\C= {y} and, by (l),f(B)EB. Hence f(y)Ef(B)C\f(Q
EBC\C= {y} ; i.e.,f(y) =y as asserted.

3.4. Lemma 1. Let g: A-+A be an isometry of A C£n and let V be

the linear variety of smallest dimension containing A. Then a mapping

g* : V—> V exists which is an isometry on the whole of V, and g*(a)= g(a)

for all aEA.

The straightforward verification of Lemma 1 is omitted.

3.5. Lemma 2. Let h: En—*En be an isometry with (En)h9¿<b. Then

there is a £EEn such that h(Ç)=%.

Proof. Since an isometry of £n is a rigid motion it is the composi-

tion of an orthogonal transformation and a translation.

We introduce into E" an orthonormal system of coordinates with

respect to which the matrix M of the orthogonal transformation is in

normal form. If x = (x1( x2, • • • , x„) and h(x)=y = (yu y2, • ■ ■ , yn),

then

y = xM + a,
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where

(H)

with

i*.,

M = In«

il fFi

I»i = ni, R =

R

Ri

Fi/2(n-n1-nî)J

/cos <pj — sin <j>j\

\sin <pj      cos 0y/

(y-i,2, ••
bj 7*  VIT

n — ni «2

-; v = 0, 1, 2,
)

and a = (oi, a2, • • • , a„).

From the assumption that (En)h7¿4> it now follows that a¿ = 0 for

all t=l, 2, ••• , »i. Indeed should any of the o/s, say «i, be different

from zero then the sequence of hyperplanes satisfying Xi = «ai,

» = 1, 2, • • -, would separate between successive iterates of x, under

h; hence no [hm(x) ] could have a convergent subsequence. A direct

computation readily shows that £=(£i, ■ ■ • , £Bl; %ni+i, ■ • ■ , ¡;m+m',

£*i+»»i ' ■ * . £n), where

fc =

for i = «i + 1,

arbitrary    for i = 1, 2, • • • , »i

2

sin <£* a¿

cos 0i — 1    at+i(«**£)"

I Ht)"öj      cos ^—1

ai+i      — sin <£*

»1 + »2,

for i = ni + «2 + 2k — 1,

(« — »i — w2\
»-1,2,...,—J_ )

for ¿ = «i + »2 + 2¿,

remains fixed under ». The fact that no <p¡ is a (even) multiple of ir

implies that there is at least one such £ thus proving the lemma.

3.6. Proof of Theorem 2. Let xE(En)f. Then the restriction
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f\ {fm(x)} is obviously an isometry. By (9)~ and (10)~,

g=/|cl co{/m(x)} maps isometrically clco{/m(x)} into itself. By

Lemma 1, there is an extension g* of g which maps isometrically the

linear variety V of smallest dimension that contains {fm(x)} onto

itself. Obviously g* can be extended to an isometry h: £"—>£".

Lemma 2 and Proposition 3 apply to the effect that a ¿Gel co {fm(x)}

exists such that *(© =£. Hence /(£) =g(£) =g*(0 = A(Q -f
That £ is the only fixed point in V, under /, can be seen by an ap-

plication of 2.33. Suppose that rjE V is another fixed point. Then

\fm(x)} is contained in the intersection of two spheres lying in V and

centered at £ and 17 respectively. This implies, however, that \fm(x)}

is contained in a linear subvariety of V, against the definition of V.

This proves (b) and, thus, accomplishes the proof of Theorem 2.

Remark. The proof of Theorem 2 and the discussion preceding it

actually show that the following stronger statement holds. If

/: A—*A, A EEn, is nonexpansive, Af¿¿(b and there is an xEAf such

that cl co \fm(x) ) EA then a unique £Gcl co {fm(x)} satisfies /(£) =£.
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